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Supplementary Note 1
Construction of PT-symmetric Surface Acoustic Wave Resonators
Generally, non-Hermitian systems that respect parity-time (PT) symmetry can be constructed by
introducing gain and loss in a spatially symmetric system. We construct a PT-symmetric surface
acoustic wave (SAW) system using two resonators that feature loss and gain respectively, as shown in
Figure 1. The Hamiltonian of the system is given by
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, the system is in the broken PT regime, and the real parts of the eigenvalues of the two
supermodes are same [Re(
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) = 0].

Supplementary Figure 1 shows the PT phase diagram of our coupled SAW resonators. In
experiments, we first investigate the coupling strength between two passive resonators. The coupling
strength is determined by the number of Bragg mirror periods between the two SAW resonators. In
this case, two resonators feature the same loss ( =

< 0 ), and mode splitting is observed. We

introduce additional gain and loss for the SAW resonators by the in-resonator IDTs which are
connected to external electronic circuits. In this case, when the coupling strength is smaller than the
critical coupling strength

, the system is in the broken PT-symmetry regime, and only a single

resonant peak is observed in the transmission (Figure 1c). For devices with increased coupling strength,
our system enters the unbroken PT-symmetry regime, and mode splitting is observed. In experiments,
to avoid self-oscillation of the electronic circuits, the loss of the SAW resonator is not completely
compensated by the introduced gain. Our system is, however, equivalent to a time translation of a PTsymmetric system with balanced gain and loss, and it has features similar to that of a balanced PT
system.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | PT phase diagram of coupled SAW resonators. The lines are obtained from a
theoretical calculation with parameters from experimental measurements. The data are obtained from the
Lorentzian fitting of experimentally measured transmission spectra. The results for the case of two passive SAW
resonators are shown in blue, and that for coupled active and passive resonators are shown in red.
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Supplementary Note 2
SAW transmission of the nonlinear PT-symmetric resonators
1. Forward and backward transmission
As discussed in the main text, the nonreciprocity of our PT-symmetric acoustic resonators relies on
nonlinearity. We integrate the nonlinearity into the gain
=

acoustic resonator is decomposed by
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−

of the resonator. The total gain of the

, where

external coupling rate, respectively. The saturable nonlinear gain
> 0 is the gain in the weak intensity limit,
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saturation amplitude and index describing the saturation behavior, respectively. The total loss for the
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< 0 is the additional acoustic loss induced

, where

by the electronics.
To calculate transmission spectra, we add input terms to the Hamiltonian (Equ. S1). The Hamiltonian
with forward (labeled in ) and backward ( ) inputs is given by
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at frequency .

The equations of motion for the system for forward and backward SAW transmissions are determined
by the Heisenberg-Langevin Equation:
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These equations of motion are solved numerically to investigate the transmission. The forward and
backward transmissions are given by

Further, the nonreciprocal ratio
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is the frequency at which the forward transmission is maximized.

2. Strong coupling and reciprocal transmission
First, we consider the system with strong coupling between two resonators, in the unbroken-PTsymmetry regime, i.e.

= /

> 1. In this case, the real parts of eigenvalues
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corresponds to the coalescence of the two original modes. In this unbroken-PT-symmetry regime, the
energy in the active resonator can flow into the passive resonator quickly enough to compensate the
loss, leading to equilibrium. Therefore, the system with two strongly coupled resonators feature
reciprocal transmissions. To validate this statement, we calculate the transmission in both directions,
with the theoretically derived reciprocal transmission spectra shown in Supplementary Figures 2a and
2b. The system keeps its reciprocity with carried input power, and does not exhibit the power-related
behavior of weakly coupled resonators (discussed in the next section). We further compare the mode
amplitude in the active resonator between the forward and backward inputs (i.e. and ). As shown
in Supplementary Figure 2c, the strong coupling ( ≫ 1) results in | |/| | tending to unity, which
indicates that the system is of a similar state under forward and backward inputs. Reciprocity is thus
expected for the strongly coupled SAW resonators.
Interestingly, we note that the normalized transmission for certain input powers (e.g. 1 μW and 100
μW in Supplementary Figures 2a and 2b) exceeds one. In fact, linear PT-symmetric systems, in which
the gain is constant and not related to the intensity in resonators, can demonstrate spectral
singularities, where the transmission becomes infinitely large36. Although the nonlinearity of our gainloaded SAW system pulls the transmission singularity down to a finite value, the gain under weak input
power can still result in a transmission that is greater than unity. When the system features a stronger
input (e.g. 1 W in Supplementary Figures 2a and 2b), the saturated gain reduces the transmission
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Supplementary Figure 2 | Calculated transmission in the strong coupling region. a, b, Forward and backward
transmission in the strong coupling region = 10 with varied input power (1 μW, 100 μW and 1 W). The SAW
system with strongly coupled resonators has reciprocal transmission. The transmission at certain input power
levels can be larger than one. c, The ratio of fields in the active resonator | |/| | (red) and the nonreciprocal
ratio (green) for different coupling strengths. The ratio of fields tends to one while the nonreciprocal ratio tends
to zero. The input power is 100 μW, and the highlighted area represents the weak coupling region.

3. Weak coupling and nonreciprocal transmission
The system enters the broken-PT symmetry regime when the coupling strength reduces to less than
the PT-symmetry transition point (i.e. the exceptional point),

< 1. We note the difference from the

artificially broken symmetry, the broken-PT-symmetry phase here is caused by the weaker coupling
strength between the two resonators. Weakly-coupled resonators nearly behave as their own
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independent states – the supermodes

and

share the same real eigenvalues but the opposite

signs of the imaginary parts. In this case, the energy flow between two resonators is not quick enough,
and the system is not in equilibrium. Nonreciprocal transmission spectra are numerically calculated
under a 100 μ W input (Supplementary Figure 3b). We note the cause of the nonreciprocal
transmission spectra is the induced unequal nonlinear gains

≠

for the forward and backward

inputs by symmetry breaking.
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Calculated transmission, saturable gain, and nonreciprocal ratio in the weak
coupling regime. a, b, Normalized transmission with an input power 0.1 μW and 100 μW, respectively. c,
External gain for forward and backward propagation, normalized to the value with a weak input power. The gain
is suppressed at high input powers due to the nonlinear saturation. d, Nonreciprocal ratios with different input
powers. The dynamic range (labeled by two blue arrows) is defined as the range of input power where the
nonreciprocal ratio decreases by 3 dB. For all plots in this figure, the relative coupling strength = 0.05, the
additional loss induced by the electronics = 0.2 , the initial external nonlinear gain
= 3.6 , and the
external coupling rate = 3 , where is the intrinsic loss of single resonator.

The nonreciprocal ratio is related to the input power, shown in Supplementary Figure 3d. For weak
SAW input powers, the gain is under the saturation threshold and almost linear (Supplementary Figure
3c), and the transmission spectra are almost reciprocal, as shown in Supplementary Figure 3a. For
higher input powers, the gain of the active resonator is significantly lower for the backward input than
the forward input due to the saturation (Supplementary Figure 3c). In this case, our calculations yield
strongly nonreciprocal transmission spectra as shown in Supplementary Figure 3b.
We investigate the nonreciprocal ratios under various input powers and gains. The nonreciprocal
ratios maximize at moderate inputs Supplementary Figure 3d, where the saturable gains also exhibit
the largest difference between forward and backward inputs (Supplementary Figure 3c). At the weak
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input limit, the amplitudes in the resonators are far below the saturation threshold, and this linear
system does not break the law of reciprocity. At the strong input limit, the SAW amplitudes in the
resonators are far above the saturation, and the gain is negligible compared to the input powers. Thus,
the system falls back into the reciprocal condition. Thanks to the tunable and saturable external gain,
our SAW devices allow us to study the different regimes of a nonlinear PT-symmetric system.
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Supplementary Note 3
Performance of the nonreciprocal SAW device
We evaluate the performance of our nonreciprocal device including nonreciprocal ratio, dynamic
range, and insertion loss as the system parameters are varied.
1. Nonreciprocal ratio
The nonreciprocal ratios at the optimal input power depend on the relative coupling strengths
the small signal gains

and

(Supplementary Figure 4a). A weaker coupling strength leads to a higher

nonreciprocal ratio. The weaker coupling strength, however, increases the insertion loss. Alternatively,
a larger gain in the active resonator improves the nonreciprocal ratios as well. Theoretically, a
nonreciprocal ratio of over 35 dB could be achieved at the gain

= 3.95

(Supplementary Figure

4a). However, in our experiments, the gain is limited by the operational amplifier used in the external
electronic circuits, and a 10-dB nonreciprocal ratio is experimentally demonstrated.

Supplementary Figure 4 | Performance of nonreciprocal SAW devices. a, Nonreciprocal ratio using optimal
input power. b, Dynamic range within 3-dB reduction of the nonreciprocal ratio, as illustrated in Supplementary
Figure 3d. c, Insertion loss of the nonreciprocal devices only accounting for the coupled resonators, and IDT
insertion loss is not included. Results are derived from the numerical simulation of the system dynamics (refer
to Sec. II of this Supplementary) for varying coupling strength and gain
. The gain
is normalized to the
intrinsic resonator loss , and varies from 3.2 to 3.95 as shown in gradient blue colors. Other parameters
are as same as in Supplementary Figure 3.

2. Dynamic range
The dynamic range says how much the input power can vary without significant performance
degradation. The working input powers result in nonreciprocal ratios within 3-dB degradation from
the optimum (Supplementary Figure 3d), and the dynamic range is defined as the ratio between the
maximum and minimum working input powers. A dynamic range of more than 40 dB is theoretically
possible for our nonreciprocal acoustic system (Supplementary Figure 4b). In the weak coupling limit,
a lower gain in the active SAW resonator leads to a higher dynamic range, but it degrades the
nonreciprocal ratio. System parameters could be designed to reach a trade-off between the different
performance parameters.
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3. Insertion loss
In addition, we derive the insertion loss from the dynamics of our nonreciprocal SAW devices.
Assuming the device is in the nonreciprocal weak coupling region ( = /
power is small enough to assume the gain

< 1) and the input

as a constant (i.e. in the linear region), the forward

intensity transmission of our device is given by
Fwd

where

=(

coupling strength

=

,

| |

−

+ | |)/2 . The insertion loss is given by

= −10 log

. A greater external

will result in larger transmission (less insertion loss). However, it will reduce the

loaded Q of our SAW resonator and degrade the nonreciprocity. We note that the nonlinear gain
depends on the input power and shifts the PT coupling strength

. We numerically calculate the

insertion loss for various coupling strengths and gains (Supplementary Figure 4c). Since our
nonreciprocal device is active, the transmission can exceed one under certain relatively large coupling
strength

and results in a negative insertion loss. At the weak coupling strength

limit, a greater gain

will reduce the insertion loss.
In summary, there is a tradeoff between various performance parameters including nonreciprocal
ratio, dynamic range and insertion loss. Generally, a weaker coupling strength between the resonators
will lead to a larger dynamic range, but a greater insertion loss. A higher gain of the active resonator
will result in a stronger nonreciprocity, less insertion loss, but a smaller dynamic range.
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Supplementary Note 4
Numerical simulation of PT-symmetric SAW resonators
Our finite element simulation using COMSOL Multiphysics is based on the 2D cross-section of our
device, and the dimensions of the structures are same as the actual device design (Supplementary
Figure 5). The SAWs propagate in the crystal X direction of 128°Y-cut lithium-niobate, and we define
the geometric x-axis to be parallel to the direction of propagation while the y-axis is perpendicular to
the device surface. We employ three simulation modules: solid mechanics, electrostatics, and
electronic circuits. The strain and electrostatic fields are coupled together via the piezoelectric effects.
The bottom boundary of lithium niobate is a perfect matching layer with a fixed position condition in
solid mechanics at the end, while the top surface is free. Two ends along the x-axis directions of our
system are also set as the perfect matching layers to absorb out-propagating waves and avoid artificial
reflections of acoustic waves. The IDT electrodes outside the SAW resonators are used for
transmission measurements. The IDT electrodes inside the SAW resonators are connected to
electronic circuits providing loss and nonlinear gain. We simulate the negative resistor by a voltagecontrolled current source in the COMSOL circuit module, providing an equivalent nonlinear gain,
expressed as
discussed,

1+| /

|

. Here,

< 0 and

is the index of the saturation rate as previously

is the voltage over the negative resistor and

is the threshold of saturation. This

negative resistor is connected to the electrodes of the IDTs to provide external gain. A linear electronic
resistor is connected to the IDTs in the passive resonator to provide loss.
For the weak coupling (broken-PT-symmetric) regime, the number of coupling mirrors is 80. The
simulated nonreciprocal SAW transmission spectra are shown in Supplementary Figure 6a. For the
forward SAW input, the acoustic fields are distributed over both SAW resonators, allowing for a higher
transmission (Supplementary Figure 6b). For the backward SAW input, the active resonator has a
lower gain due to the localization, resulting in a lower transmission (Supplementary Figure 6c).
For the strong coupling (unbroken-PT-symmetric) regime, the number of coupling mirrors is
reduced to 20. Mode splitting and reciprocal transmission spectra are shown in Supplementary Figure
7a. Similar amplitudes of SAW between the active and passive resonators are observed for both
forward and backward SAW inputs, and this results in a reciprocal phonon transmission
(Supplementary Figures 7b and 7c).

Supplementary Figure 5 | Device configuration for the numerical simulation. The SAW resonators are formed
between the Bragg mirrors. The IDTs inside the resonators are connected to electronic circuits that provide loss
and gain. The IDTs on the ends are used to measure the SAW transmission.
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Supplementary Figure 6 | Numerical simulation of nonreciprocal transmission in the weak coupling regime. a,
Simulated nonreciprocal transmission of the weakly coupled PT-symmetric SAW resonators. b, c, Simulated SAW
profiles for the forward and backward inputs, respectively. The SAW fields with forward input distribute over
both SAW resonators while the mode mainly localizes in the active resonator for the backward input. b, c, replots
the results in Figures 1d and 1e for comparison with Supplementary Figure 7.
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Supplementary Figure 7 | Numerical simulation of PT-symmetric SAW resonators in the strong coupling
regime. a, Simulated reciprocal transmission of the strongly coupled PT-symmetric SAW resonators. b, c,
Simulated SAW profiles for the forward and backward inputs, respectively. Similar amplitudes of the active and
passive SAW resonators are observed for both forward and backward SAW inputs.
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Supplementary Note 5
Electronic circuits used for loss and nonlinear saturable gain
Electronic circuits are connected to distributed electrodes (i.e. IDTs) on the surface of lithium niobate
to achieve gain and loss for the SAWs. Here, we describe the implementation of the electronic circuits
on a printed circuit board (PCB) (Extend Data Figure 1). The lithium niobate SAW chip with coupled
resonators is placed at the center of the PCB. The electrodes on chip are wire bonded to the contact
pads on the PCB to allow transmission measurements and tailoring of the electrical fields of each SAW.
The electronic schematic for the negative resistance and the regular resistance circuits are shown in
Supplementary Figure 8. The resistance circuit, connected to the passive SAW resonator, consists only
of a trimmer resistor. The equivalent negative resistance circuit, connected to the active SAW
resonator, consists of an operational amplifier (TI LMH6629), resistors, and capacitors. The circuit is
designed to separate DC and AC signals by coupling capacitors Cf and C1. For DC bias, the resistors R3
and R4 provide the input bias of VCC/2 at the positive input of the amplifier; and the closed loop
amplification is unity gain. For AC signals, the effective negative resistance at the connector is
Rneg=−RfR2/R1. The trimmer resistor Rf is tunable from 0 to 5 kΩ. We use Cf = 500 pF, C1 = 10 nF, R1 =
100 Ω, R2 = 1.5 kΩ, and R3 = R4 = 20 kΩ. The power supply VCC is 2.7 V. The saturation behaviors of the
circuits are shown in Supplementary Figure 9. For the negative resistance circuit, the output voltage
operational amplifier will be clamped by the power supply voltage VCC, and thus the reflected power
shows a saturation for higher input powers. The standard electronic resistor that is used as the passive
resistor behaves linearly within our range of input powers.
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Supplementary Figure 8 | Electronic schematic for circuits providing gain and loss of active and passive SAW
resonators.

Supplementary Figure 9 | Measured power reflectance of the circuits connected to active and passive SAW
resonators. a, Power reflection from the negative resistance circuit connected to the active SAW resonator.
Reflection above 0 dB indicates a gain from the circuit, and saturation occurs at high input powers. b, Power
reflection from an electronic resistor providing external loss of the passive SAW resonator. It is a linear circuit
over our input power range.
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Supplementary Figure 10 | Measured transmission of the active SAW resonator depicted in Figure 2a for various
gain values, below the SAW self-oscillation threshold.

Supplementary Figure 11 | Measured mode splitting of two coupled SAW resonators with varying numbers of
Bragg mirror periods. Inset: the transmission of strongly coupled SAW resonators with coupling Bragg mirror of
30 periods.
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Supplementary Figure 12 | Measured power at higher harmonic frequencies for (a) forward and (b) backward
transmitted SAWs using the nonreciprocal device. All powers are referenced to the transmitted power at the
fundamental frequency.
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